

ῐῑ  ῎  ῎ῌ῍ῌ  ῒ 
reflect the views of single, or dominant, ethnic
groups. One common feature of them is that they
all assume close relationships and interactions
James C. Scott. The Art of Not Being Gover-

between lowlanders and hill peoples. The general

ned: An Anarchist History of Upland South-

picture that emerges is one of hill peoples loosely

east Asia. Yale University, ῎ῌῌῒ, ῐῐ῎p.

governed by Tay rulers in a lord/vassal relationship, and while some, particularly Mon-Khmer

Over the past twenty odd years efforts have been

speaking ethnic groups, adopted certain aspects

made to redefine the scope of Southeast Asia as a

of Tay culture e. g. Buddhism, scripts etc

whole, as well as to identity cultural areas within

others shunned unnecessary contact with them.

it. The most recent is Sun Laichen’s “Greater

Besides that, we really know very little about the

Southeast Asia” which extended as far north

history of hill peoples due to the dearth of source

as the Yangzi River in the ῎

materials and limited anthropological fieldwork.

nd

century BCE with

a fluid boundary that has been shifting ever

In this context Scott’s book is refreshingly

since.῍ Attempting to overcome the Bangkok

welcome because it aims to clarify the common

biased view of Thai history, scholars have

historical experience of hill peoples vis-à-vis low-

turned their attention to the Tay residing inside

land regimes in general, an approach that hither-

and outside Thailand. This trend has spawned

to has been sorely lacking. The author argues his

new conceptualizations of the multi-ethnic area

case in a clear, comprehensible and erudite fash-

covering Yunnan, Guangxi, Northern Continent-

ion leaving readers in little doubt as to where he

al Southeast Asia and Assam. The linguist Shin-

stands. His basic thesis is that hill peoples delib-

tani Tadahiko has dubbed it the Tay Cultural

erately chose a material life style residential

Area and Hayashi Yukio and his colleagues have

location, agricultural techniques, rejection of

examined it from the perspective of Theravada

written scripts ideology, and a flexible social

῎

Buddhism.

Observing the use of a common

organisation in order to defend themselves from

script, Hans Penth has coined the term, “Culture

the encroachments of lowlanders and avoid in-

of the Region of the Dhamma Letters.”῏ These

corporation into the administrative systems of

concepts are founded on historical and cultural

paddy states his term for lowland states Hill

criteria and try to encompass the wide linguistic

peoples embraced the ideals and aspirations of

and ethnic diversity prevailing there, and they

egalitarianism, freedom and independence, and it

aim to avoid the pitfalls of narratives promoted

was only by designing and securing a mode of

by modern Southeast nation states, which often

living and a social structure of “escape” that they
could succeed in maintaining their cherished life
styles. The author offers state evasion and state

῍ Laichen ῎ῌ῍ῌ
῎ Shintani first advocated the concept in
Ogon no Yonkaku Chitai: Shan Bunkaken
no Rekishi Gengo Minzoku ῍ῒῒῑ A collection of articles has been published on
northern Laos. See Shintani Tadahiko et
al. ῎ῌῌῒ Hayashi Yukio edited a major
collection of articles on Buddhism and
Islam ῎ῌῌῒ
῏ Penth ῍ῒῒῐ: ῍῏

prevention as key concepts for rethinking past
and present discourse on state formation in particular and civilisation theories in general. Striving to overcome historical views based on the
nation state interpretation of history, he emphasises intentional statelessness as the reverse side
to state formation by classical Kingdoms and
their successor modern states in Southeast Asia.
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Barbarianism is defined as not acquiescing to

“psychological warfare branch” of the Zomia

administration by states, specifically the act of

army p. ῌ῎ and works for the noble cause of

not paying taxes, so hill people favoured “self

redressing the imbalance of past accounts which

barbarianism” as a strategy for avoiding govern-

espouse the viewpoint of paddy states. That they

ment control.

have been neglected is undoubtedly true, but I

A whole range of questions readily come to

find it disappointing that the author fails to ad-

mind. Are state evasion and state prevention

dress important issues already raised in the grow-

viable concepts for understanding the history of

ing body of research. Previous studies have iden-

hill peoples ? Were these the only two factors

tified alienation of upland subjects from Tay

defining their culture and social and political

overlords, conversion to Buddhism and Christi-

organisation ? I find the author’s picture of the

anity, the relationship of the spread of these two

hill people’s history oversimplified and incongru-

great religions with indigenous animism, the

ent with the facts. Anarchy never reigned su-

prohibition of shifting agriculture, the integra-

preme in hill societies. While we may say that

tion of hill peoples into the world market, migra-

hill peoples did aspire to self autonomy and did

tion to cities to search for work e. g. Thailand

prize independence from outsiders, it is equally

and so forth, as major factors affecting the lives

true that they all maintained forms of social

of hill peoples. The intricacy of the situation

organisation to control their members; clans and

surrounding hill peoples defies reduction to a

villages laid down conventions and rules in the

single factor such as state intervention.

absence of leaders. Furthermore, there is a grow-

The category hill people encompass an as-

ing body of historical evidence indicating that

sortment of ethnic groups with different lan-

some hill peoples did engage in polity building

guages and cultures, and their history has been

exercises, so the notion of government by leaders

heavily shaped by outside influences. Therefore

was more omnipresent and more widely accept-

the task of clarifying the major factors that in-

ed than the author surmises. Again, with agricul-

fluenced change in their societies and grasping

tural techniques the point that shifting agricul-

their common historical experience is certainly

ture was a clever practice for tax evasion is

necessary. What I take issue with are some of the

perceptive as it is persuasive, but he is stretching

premises on which the author bases his argu-

the argument too far when he claims that they

ment. First, he misconstrues one aspect of the

cultivated escape crops as a means of avoiding

basic

depredation from lowland officials. As far as I

would ever be so rash as to deny the dichotomy

know the main crops were upland rice and other

between lowland and upland, or claim that there

cereals, cultivars that could be easily appropria-

never was any armed conflict, or blood spilt. But

ted by the state if the cultivators settled for a

to suggest that the sole concern of hill people

long period. In short, the logic is astoundingly

was organising their lives to escape paddy states

circular; the conclusion drawn from every topic

is far too one-dimensional. By arguing that only

lowland/upland

relationship.

No one

from agriculture to script always reverts back to

conflict prevailed he underplays the role of the

state evasion and state prevention, revealing the

symbiotic nature of lowland/upland relation-

ideological obsessions of the author rather than a

ships; the two groups were interdependent de-

desire to argue from historical evidence.

spite being antagonistic at times. Hill peoples

This comes as no surprise for the author

supplied forest products to Tay either through

confesses at the outset that he is enrolled in the

tribute or trade, and the ubiquitous periodic mar-
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kets facilitated the exchange of necessities for

by Mahayana Buddhist monks that arose among

lowlanders as well as upland peoples. Loyal

the Lahu in the hills of southwest Yunnan, circa

upland vassals provided troops and guides in

῍ῌῌ to ῍ΐ, the author concludes that Lahu

times of emergency. In short, lowland regimes

prophets aimed “to resist subordination to valley

could not function without the co-operation of

states” ῎p. ῎῍῏῍ Kataoka Tatsuki, who studied

upland peoples, and we even know of cases

this case earlier than Scott, also arrived at a

where Tay mismanagement of hill peoples led to

similar conclusion about the role of theocracy as

the confiscation of their upland territories by

an agent for maintaining political independence

ῐ῏

from the Qing dynasty and Tay regimes, but he

Chinese dynasties.

Second, to argue that hill tribes never as-

also noted that the regime in effect constituted a

pired to building their own polities is simply un-

multi-village polity.῏ What we really need are

founded. Historians of Northern Thailand, partic-

insights into the organisation of hill people polit-

ularly Cholthira Satyawadhna and Aroonrut

ies and the significance of their motives for state

Wicheinkeeo, have cited archaeological as well

building activities. Unfortunately, this book re-

as documentary evidence from the post ῍ΐth cen-

mains frustratingly laconic about such urgent

tury period to demonstrate that Lawa ῎Lwa,

matters.

Lua, Wa; a Mon-Khmer group῏ polities existed

Third, the author often ignores the historical

prior to the foundation of the Lanna polity by

context of the sources that he brings to bear on

the Tay.ῑ῏ Chinese scholars maintain that Mon-

the subject. Inadequate attention to this aspect

Khmer speakers were indigenous to Southern

has serious consequences for the creditability of

Yunnan, and they have singled out the Wa,

his conclusions. He primarily relies on evidence

Plang and De’ang ῎Palaung῏ ethnic groups as

from the reports of colonial officials and anthro-

the earliest inhabitants of the Yunnan/Burmese

pological studies all of which describe society

border region.ῒ῏

during the post ῍th century period. The popula-

Chinese historical sources reveal clusters of

tion explosion in China during the ῍th century

Mon-Khmer power bases scattered over a wide

spawned large-scale Han Chinese migration to

area west of the Mekong ῎Lancang῏ River in

the highlands of southern Yunnan. Enlarged

Yunnan from the ῍῏ to ῍ῒ centuries. The pic-

populations in the hills together with the expan-

ture emerging then is one of Mon-Khmer polities

sion of commercial cotton and tea cultivation in

based on shifting agriculture that wielded politi-

the highlands of Southern Yunnan and Northern

th

th

ΐ῏

cal power prior to the arrival of the Tay. Even

Burma resulted in a domino effect pattern of

when the author does refer to political organisa-

migration causing some ethnic groups to relo-

tions of hill peoples he avoids the issue of polity

cate further south in the hills of Burma, Thai-

formation among them. In his discussion of the

land, Laos and Vietnam.῏ In addition to the per-

theocratic regime with five centres administered

ennial encroachments of Chinese dynasties,
paddy states, and later colonial regimes, hill peo-

ῐ῏ Daniels ῐ῎ῌῌῐῑ and Giersch ῐ῎ῌῌῒῑ῍
ῑ῏ Satyawadhna ῐ῍ΐῑ and Wichienkeeo
ῐ῎ῌῌῌῑ῍
ῒ῏ Wazu Jianshi ῐ῍ῑῑ῍
ΐ῏ See Daniels ῐ῎ῌῌῌῑῌ Reprinted in Wade
ῐ῎ῌῌ: ῎ῑῌ῏ῐ῏ῑ῍

῏ Particularly see Kataoka ῐ῎ῌῌΐa: ῏ῌῒῑ῍
Also see Kataoka ῐ῎ῌῌΐbῑ῍
῏ For commercial crops see Takeuchi
ῐ῎ῌ῍ῌῑ῍ For Han migration see Nomoto
and Nishikawa ῐ῎ῌῌῑ῍
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ples now had to cope with increasing com-

hill peoples in Southeast Asia, do I still recom-

mercialisation and pressure on land. This was an

mend his book ? The answer is definitely yes. It

era of turbulent change for upland societies, one

has made a significant contribution by highlight-

in which conflicts between lowland and upland

ing egalitarianism and independence as the

residents had become exacerbated by outside

ideals of hill societies, for we can employ these as

factors. Therefore we must pose the question,

benchmarks for historical analysis at the macro-

how valid is an argument based on data from

level. Cynics could contend that the new term

this period for formulating a general theory

Zomia coined by William van Schendel merely

about the material and ideological history of hill

extends the reach of the already known low-

peoples over the long term ?

land/upland dichotomy to India, and thereby

Fourth, this book is certainly enriched by

downplays the impact of this neologism on the

the accounts of slave maroon communities in

grounds that the author says very little about

America, but the reader is left wondering how

India and mainly draws on data from continental

this connects to the subject at hand. The social

Southeast Asia and Southwest China. But I feel

and political environment surrounding the low-

that by situating Zomia at the centre of the stage,

land/upland relationship in continental South-

and elucidating the values of its residents, the

east Asia differed greatly from that of the planta-

author forces us to face the fact that hill peoples

tion system in North America, so it is natural to

did play a part in the history of Southeast Asia, a

wonder how legitimate the comparisons really

topic which historians have consistently ignored

are. The author frequently cites evidence out of

in the past. By challenging the current idea of

context, providing no explanation about its rele-

borderlands as marginalised and deprived areas

vance to the upland peoples of Zomia. For in-

destined for incorporation into modern nation

stance, the author’s argument for escape agricul-

states and ultimate assimilation, Scott has pro-

ture, a central component of the state evasion

vided us with a platform for rethinking ethnic

concept, is based on the supposedly deliberate

identities and inter-ethnic relations.

cultivation of escape crops, a category that in-

Christian DanielsTokyo University of For-

cludes two new World cultivars, maize and cas-

eign Studies

sava. Though the cultivation of maize on slope
land did spread throughout Southwest China
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bivalence is noticeable. Noting that Asia’s experi-
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ence of colonialism, among other things, had no

Hayashi Yukio and Yang Guangyuan, pp.

parallel in Europe, there is thus, the need for a
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different typology for ‘Asian nationalism’, as follows:  ῍  ethnie nationalism;  ῎  state nation-

Anthony Reid. Imperial Alchemy: National-

alism;  ῏  anti-imperial nationalism; and in a

ism and Political Identity in Southeast Asia.

rather awkward manner he calls  ῐ  outrage

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

against state humiliation OSH With these

῎ῌ῍ῌ, ῎ῒ῎p.

categories, one gets the impression that ‘Asian
nationalisms’ have been granted ontological

One recalls that Partha Chaterjee ῍ΐῒ; ῍῏

status, as ‘different beasts’. The way the analysis

lamented Anderson’s notion of modular and de-

unfolds, however, flags a contrarian view. Na-

rivative character of nationalisms in the post-

tionalisms in Southeast Asia turned out to be not

colonial world. “If nationalisms in the rest of the

‘different beasts’ after all, but “magically” trans-

world”, Chaterjee wryly asked, “have to choose

formed derivatives of the Euro-American imperi-

their

al experience.

imagined

communities

from

certain

‘modular’ forms already made available to them

The title says it all. Nicely capturing the

by Europe and the Americas, what do they have

main argument, it is claimed that through ‘impe-

left to imagine ?” ῍῏: ῑ. The echoes of this

rial alchemy’ the “base metal of empire” was

trenchant question reverberated as I read Antho-

“transmuted into the gold of nationhood” p. ῏

ny Reid’s Imperial Alchemy: Nationalism and Po-

That is, by some kind of political ‘magic’, the old

litical Identity in Southeast Asia. The way how

politiesῌin their “ethnic, political and civilizatio-

this book is framed conjures up the spectre of

nal forms”ῌhave been transformed to become

doubt as to whether the field has moved far

independent modern nation-states harbouring

enough in the past two decades away from the

various forms of nationalism.

spirit of this approach to nationalism.

One may argue that typologies of nationalism

The book consists of eight chapters. The

cannot be complete without taking on board

first two chapters revisit some of the issues in-

what appears to be inherently emic aspects of the

volved in understanding nationalism in Asia vis-

nationalist thoughts and experience, such as self-

à-vis the ‘West’ in general and nationalism in

generated meanings both collective and indi-

Southeast Asia in particular. The subsequent

vidual of what nation, nationalism and nation-

five chapters elucidate a range of fascinating

alist experience are. In some fundamental sense,

cases including Chinese nationalisms in the

nation-formation and nationalism as its driving

region, Malay identity, Aceh, Batak and Kada-

force are processes from within or, at first in-

zandusun. The last chapter provides a concise

stance an insider’s discourses and experience.

recapitulation of the book’s main arguments.

That the prime movers of nationalism often were

At the outset, Imperial Alchemy raises two

Western-educated intelligentsia ought not to

questions about nationalisms in Asia that, in my

mislead us into supposing that they were outsid-

mind, are supposed to set the direction of analy-

ers. Rather, they ought to be seen as imagining

sis: Are they following the trajectory of the de-

and positioning themselves within, in fact as the

velopment of nationalism in Europe, or, are they

vanguard of, a body politic that was in the

a ‘different beast’ altogether ? The sense of am-

making. Even granting that all nationalisms are
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a form of reaction to outside forces, imagined

period of the geo-body as defined by colonialism.

and/or real, it ought to be seen at the back of the

It is also manifest in the form of a sort of Westp-

eyeballs or felt underneath the skin of those who

halian state-to-state relations that is valued

live through it. The reason is simple: analytic

highly within ASEAN. By taking this situation

imperative demands that primary agency must

as if it is a historical given, rather than as histori-

be sought at the very least where the reaction ῍if

cally contingent, the current nation-state bound-

indeed nationalism is just a reaction῎ is coming

ary has been rendered as a necessary container

from, not in the source of the stimuli. Analysing

that nationalism ought to fill in. Any nationalism

nationalism, thus, entails allowing the conditions

that cannotῌin fact or in intentῌfill it up is

within the incipient nation an analytically privi-

regarded less than worthy of being considered

leged standpoint. This makes Michael Billig’s

true or rightful nationalism. The ease and lack of

῏῍ΐΐῑῐ notion of banal nationalism of fundamen-

irony, for instance by which the Acehness who

tal importance, and this also explains why the

fought off the military in the ῍ΐῑῌs as ‘rebels’ ῍p.

proposed typology of ‘Asian nationalisms’ spel-

῍ῐ῎῎ indicates the location of authority and the

led out above appears inadequate.

brand of nationalism considered as legitimate.

One striking feature of this typology is its

Had the treatment been analytically fair, the

state-centric and elitist character. Even ethnie

term ‘freedom fighters’ might have been more

nationalism that, as one might expect, presup-

appropriate and the situation ought to have been

poses the central role of the common people in

regarded as a struggle between two emerging

nation-formation seems in the book’s formula-

body politics which happened to subscribe to

tion driven by, or framed within, the elitist and/

two different, but possibly equally legitimate

or state-centric view of, and by, a particular

forms of nationalisms. Driven by the notion of

ethnie. This is clear, among other instances, in

‘imperial alchemy’, Aceh’s ethnie nationalism

the treatment of Batak in Chapter ῒ where after

could not but play second fiddle to state nation-

emphasizing the textured experience of various

alism of the Jakarta-centered government. With

groups under the rubric ‘Batak’ including those

a peace pact signed in ῎ῌῌῑ and the parties close-

in diaspora, the analysis ended up reducing such

ly connected to GAM emerging victorious in the

complexity by tying ‘Batakness’ to the nation-

elections for governorship in ῎ῌῌῒ, partiality

state called Indonesia. More about this below.

could not be concealed when this development is

Conceiving nationalism with the real people

described in these words: “The ethnie national-

as a sidelined object rather than as a central

ism of Aceh . . . had come to terms with the state

subject of analysis, a limit has been set to the

nationalism of Indonesia” ῍p. ῍ῐ῏῎ῌ Rather than

range of nationalisms in the region that the ty-

taking Aceh’s nationalism on its own term, it is

pology and analysis can cover. This enables the

treated like a prodigal son returning for forgive-

simplification of the otherwise very dynamic,

ness and acceptance of his father.

multi-layered, continuing and competing pro-

By using the imperial-to-national geo-body

cesses of nation-formation, paving the way for

transformation as the fulcrum of the develop-

the strikingly one-dimensional notion of ‘imperi-

ment of nationalism, a closure to the otherwise

al alchemy’.

open-ended processes of nation-formation has
been unduly cast. This left analysis not much

That this alchemy works is clearly shown, so the

option but to downplay or ignore elements of

book claims, by the resilience in the postcolonial

nationalist imagination and experience that do
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not satisfy the frame set by the imperial-turned-

that Filipino nationalists such as Rizal and

national geobody. By claiming for instance that

others, brilliant as they may have been, couldn’t

“Indonesia and its imperial predecessor are the

learn or imbibe something except through the

only form of state the Batak have known” and

initiative and/or assistance of a European. One

that “it is now also the only true nation-state

wonders what is this mentality that makes it

they can readily imagine” p. ῌῑῐ the possibil-

difficult to recognize the sentiments or knowl-

ity of an alternative way of imagining Batak-

edge of ‘natives’ as their own, and not something

ness, particularly that which is divorced from

that the Euro-Americans had put inside their

being a citizen of Indonesia, has been denied. One

hearts and minds ? It tempts one to ask if the

might be struck, for instance, by Reid’s richly

imperial alchemy that the book refers to is not

textured mapping out of Batakness in Chapter ῐ

really about nation-formation, but about the ava-

ῌincluding that which is ‘performed’ by those in

tars of colonial scholarship that persist to this

the diasporaῌand yet he concludes with the pro-

day.

nouncement cited above. Rather than treating

The abovementioned problems notwith-

other forms of nationalisms such as banal nation-

standing, the book is a valuable addition to the

alism, colonial nationalism, ‘performative’ na-

growing body of work on nationalism in South-

tionalism as possibly important constitutive ele-

east Asia. De-coupled from the book’s problemat-

ments of, or parallel to state, ethnie or OSH na-

ic conceptual anchor of ‘imperial alchemy’, the

tionalisms, they were downplayed, if not ignored

five case studies offer perceptive and fascinating,

altogether. Moreover, a teleological explanation

if on occasions debatable, interpretations, analy-

has been set underpinned by evolutionary logic

sis and synthesis of an impressively wide range

that preset or presupposed the formation of the

of data. Notable for their comparative intent,

present form of the geobody-tied nationalism.

penetrating insights and synthetic ambition,

Rendering the present as a fait accompli the per-

they offer a nuanced and fluid portrait of nation-

sistence of the other forms of nationalisms is

formation. Through contrapuntal reading, as

ignored and the question of their possible validi-

what I have tried to do, the wide ranging cases

ty set aside.

built up in the book could be shown to subvert

The treatment in Chapter ῎ of the long-

rather than support the notion of imperial alche-

standing Filipino claims to being Malay seems

my. If alchemy was indeed accomplished, these

exemplary of the problem with imperial alchemy

case studies demonstrate that it was not so much

as a template for understanding nationalism in

by the imperial but by the nationalists. After all,

the region. It is claimed that it was through

they are not called nationalists for nothing.

Blumentritt that early Filipino nationalists such

Rommel A. CuramingUniversity of Brunei

as Rizal “became convinced” p. ῒῒ that Filipi-

Darussalam

nos were Malay. Not only is this factually indefensible, for the Propagandists looked on many
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Thai society probably represents the core of the
book as a whole. Continuing the series of studies

Mizuno, Kosuke and Pasuk Phongpaichit,

on Thaksin, Nualnai Treerat gives a very com-

eds. Populism in Asia. Singapore: NUS Press

pelling survey of Thaksin’s use of the media and

and Kyoto University Press, ῎ῌῌῒ, ῎῎ῑp.

how his attempts at gradually increasing his
monopolistic control over these eventually con-

According to the editors of this collection of

tributed in a crucial way to his downfall.

essays, this is probably the first book in English

The other Asian leader sharing the most

with the words ”Asian” and ”Populism” together

similarities to Thaksin is probably Joseph Est-

in its title. The volume begins with a compact

rada of the Philippines. Both Estrada and Tha-

and well written introduction by the editors fol-

ksin are relative outsiders to the traditional

lowed by an engaging article by Matsushita Hi-

ruling oligarchies of their respective nations. Est-

roshi on the evolution of populism in Latin Ame-

rada used his popularity as a movie actor as

rica called the ”treasure house” of populisms.

political capital while Thaksin developed an in-

Matsushita’s article demonstrates not only the

creasingly sophisticated and creative use of

resemblances between Asian and Latin Ameri-

media as a propaganda tool. However, there are

can ”populisms” but also their inevitable diver-

also very significant differences between the

gences. Recent Asian ”populisms” seem to reflect

two. Upon gaining office, Thaksin began to im-

a closer affinity with Fujimori’s ”neoliberal pop-

plement programs aimed at consolidating his

ulism” than with the subsequent wave of social-

popularity among his rural base. Thaksin was

ist and leftist populisms currently sweeping

able to meet certain expectations among the

Latin America exemplified by Hugo Chavez’s

rural poor with his unprecedented programs for

rise to power. The general consensus in the book

universal health care, agrarian debt relief and

is that the processes of economic globalisation

accessible loans. By appropriating for himself

and political democratization leading up to the

certain roles which overlapped with the func-

Asian economic crisis of ῍ῒῒῐ led to an erosion of

tions and prerogatives of the monarchy, Thaksin

legitimacy among the traditional elites which in

was increasingly felt to be a threat to the latter’s

turn opened the way for various types of popul-

fundamental role in Thai politics. In contrast to

ism to surface.

Thaksin’s relatively effective albeit limited pro-

The book presents the rise and fall of Thai

grams, Estrada’s pro-poor image was a complete

Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra as the para-

myth. Too eager to win the support of the US

digmatic case of ”Asian populism.” An article

and to gain the confidence of the business com-

co-written by Pasuk Phongpaichit and Chris

munity, Estrada quickly delegated all policy

Baker grounds their narrative of Thaksin’s rise

matters to his advisers and technocratic staff

and fall on their analysis of the social and class

and went passively along with the neoliberal

basis of contemporary Thai populism. They con-

agenda without exhibiting any exertion of crea-

vincingly argue that Thaksin’s appeal lay

tivity or the slightest independence of mind on

mainly among the great numbers of people work-

all major policy issues.
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However, authors Tamada and Rocamora

all the country where class divisions are much

would probably agree that both leaders did not

more visible linguistically and culturally than

pose any serious structural challenge to the “es-

perhaps any other country in Southeast Asia.

tablished elites” of their respective nations. They

Such an almost seamless transformation accom-

instead represent a type of ”democratisation”

plished by Thaksin from being a savvy billion-

which made these traditional elites uneasy, per-

aire businessman quoting Bill Gates to a ”man of

haps only until they too are able to master, con-

the people” embraced by thousands in Thailand

trol and limit the new techniques for winning

is much harder to conceive of in the Philippine

electoral power. Like Thaksin, Estrada lacked

context. Benedict Anderson’s afterword rightly

the solid mass organisations of classical popul-

stresses the culturally specific nature of populist

ism and depended on the media for projecting

practices.

himself as a personal leader among the people.

Boo Teik Khoo’s article compares Mahathir

Lacking a social base ready to be mobilised to

and Thaksin by sketching a broader political

defend them when threatened, they were thus

economic and ideological context points to a

rendered extremely vulnerable when their lead-

longer tradition of populism in Asia. However

ership faced powerful challenges. Estrada’s

valuable this may be in giving a longer view of

downfall was probably not because any of the

the populist phenomenon in Southeast Asia, it

existing oligarchs felt that their position in Phi-

seems to dilute the sharpness of vision necessary

lippine society was being seriously threatened

to understand the ”novelty” of Thaksin and Est-

by him in the immediate or even in the long-

rada. Deft and durable statesman that he is, Mah-

term, but simply because Estrada had left him-

athir seems to ultimately belong to another polit-

self vulnerable to attacks from the other factions

ical era which bear the stamp of ”populisms” of

of the ruling elites scrambling for power. Every-

the type of leaders like Marcos and Suharto.

one knows that there is nothing new about ram-

Okamoto’s article rightly makes the observation

pant corruption in the Philippines. What is new

that the term ”populism” does not apply to na-

is how Estrada flaunted his wealth and legen-

tional leaders such as Megawati or SBY and

dary extravagances. Using the banner of ”clean

therefore shifts the discussion to a brilliant ac-

government,” other factions of the oligarchy

count of the rise of local ”populist” leaders such

could mobilize their own middle class con-

as Fadel Mohammed from the province of Goron-

stituencies, branches of government, Church

talo in Sulawesi. Okamoto’s article points to the

people and the military against Estrada to regain

importance of a local perspective in studying the

power for themselves. Politics is a cut throat

development of this new type of populism.

affair in the Philippines. However, the most

The remaining articles on South Korea,

recent election ῎ῌ῍ῌ in which Estrada came

Taiwan and Japan are relatively more disparate

second in the presidential race shows that for a

and diffuse but they all point to the decline of

large segment of Philippine voters, the image of

party legitimacy and the rise of individual lead-

their hero has faded but little.

ers. Kimura Kan writes about South Korean Pre-

Rocamora’s main proposition that ”populists

sident Roh Moo-hyun’s “obsolete leftist nation-

succeed when they are able to bridge the discur-

alism” failing in the face of a resurgent “develop-

sive gulf between the westernized elite and poor

mentalism.” Taiwan President’s Chen Shui-Bian’s

people” may be more specific to the Philippines

tenure in power was discussed by Matsumoto

than he realizes. This former US colony is after

Mitsutoyo under the rubric of ”nationalist popu-
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lism” which also collapsed mainly due to US

printed texts and the necessity of attending to

pressure to maintain the status quo in the

other dimensions such as urban form in histori-

Taiwan straits. Otake Hideo makes a careful and

cal and contemporary studies.

instructive comparison of the neoliberal populisms of Reagan and Koizumi.

The significance of the urban form as a unit
of analysis is that, as Kusno skillfully demon-

The sharpness of focus and definition which

strates in the first section of the book ῏Chapter ῍,

Thaksin’s example of a new type of Asian neo-

῎, ῏ῐῌ it flattens all social actors, “ ῏tῐhe state, the

liberal populism provides the book is not very

city government, professionals, religious elites,

evenly maintained throughout the book. The

ethnic groups, nationalists, and neo-liberal” ῏p.

book itself, despite the attempts of the various

ῒῐῌ placing these agents in the same terrain so as

articles to analytically capture the slippery con-

to enable readers to discern how each pursues his

cept of populism, mirrors the very difficulty of

or her own dreams and interests, and seeks to

coming to grips with it. Nevertheless, the book

shape urban space in accordance with these

provides useful conceptual tools in understand-

dreams and interests. In Chapter ῍, Kusno intro-

ing and confronting contemporary political phe-

duces the concept of “the looseness at the center”

nomena in Asia, more specifically, Southeast

to describe a neoliberal democratic Indonesia

Asia. It is truly an academic event which heralds

whose city government in Jakarta is losing

an innovative way of looking at political events

authority over society; the chapter highlights

in Asia.

the mushrooming of the street vendors and their

῏Ramon Guillermo῎University of the Philip-

resistances in the usage of urban spaces. Chapter

pines, Diliman, Quezon Cityῐ

῎ looks at the city government’s attempts to
reclaim authority through the “busway project”

Abidin Kusno. The Appearance of Memory:

in order to discipline the masses and regain legit-

of Architecture and

imacy by pursuing typical middle-class agendas.

Urban Form in Indonesia. Duke University

The middle-class taste for architecture, described

Mnemonic

Practices

Press, ῎ῌ῍ῌ, ῏῏῎p.

in Chapter ῏, is exemplified by the preference for
multifunctional “superblocks” that encourage

With The Appearance of Memory, Kusno brings

market consumption, even as talented architects

the notion of “physical space and spatial images”

have sought, in the so-called “architecture of the

῏p. ῐῐ into the discussion of the twin subjects of

kampung,” an alternative concept in middle-

nation and modernity that have dominated liter-

class housing in Jakarta. Kusno’s portrait of the

ary studies and criticism. Fluent in the key vo-

city is a nuanced account of recognition, denial

cabularies of postcolonial studies ῏e. g. “negotia-

and contradiction, rather than a simple narrative

tion,” “contestation,” “register/ registering”ῐῌ

of domination of one group over the others. In

Kusno draws on architecture in Jakarta to make

this, the book departs from previous studies of

a case for “how building and urban space engage

the urban form in Southeast Asia that emphasize

in defining ῏as well as contestingῐ the sense of

the marginalization of the weak ῑfor example,

fragmentation, collective memories, new forms

Goh ῎ῌῌ῎ῒῌ or the celebration of the future ῑKing

of governmentality and different hopes for the

῎ῌῌῑῒῌ or the worship of the capital ῑBishop et al.

future” ῏p. ῎ῌῐ῍ This is an important contribu-

῎ῌῌῐῒῌ even as it places Jakarta in a comparative

tion to scholarship, a timely reminder of the

map

limitations of focusing exclusively on written or

Asian city.

of

the

postcolonial/developing/urban
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Kusno asserts that “architecture and urban

Glodok area a claim disputed by other reports

space as concrete social artifacts” p. ῍ῐ are

the victims were not limited to ethnic Chinese

grounded in “the everyday built environment”

and shop-owners. From a political point of view,

p. ῍ῌῐ that lends itself to “a longue durèe anal-

the irony of the riots is that they not only victi-

ysis. . . so that we see the appearance of vari-

mized non-Chinese and common people who

ous forms of the past that still produce more or

were not shop-owners; they imagined Glodok as

less visible manifestation as they pass through

“center” of Chinese business when that was clear-

different social formations and power relations”

ly no longer the case. In addition, Ariel Heryanto

p. ῍ΐ This could be an interesting and impor-

῍ΐΐῒ has argued that the sexual violence in

tant “method” for investigating the question of

῍ΐΐῒ cannot be perceived mainly as racial vio-

“national identity” that has haunted the nation-

lence against the Chinese but should first be

modernity discussion. But strangely, Kusno’s

considered as an act of violence against women.

analysis does not offer a strong validation of this

By making Glodok synonymous with business

argument.

activity and with the ethnic Chinese, Kusno’s

Take for example Chapter ῐ, in which he

analysis risks essentializing the Chinese while

discusses Glodok as “a key Chinese business dis-

overlooking important changes in the urban

trict” p. ῍ῌ without presenting any data on its

form of Chinese business already underway even

specific activities and volume of business. Since

before the riots.

the ῍ΐΐῌs, the functions of Glodok as a business

Another example is the analysis in Chapt-

district have become territorially dispersed with

er ῒ, in which Kusno makes the case for a “Global

the rise of “new” Chinese-run business districts

Islam” and the architecture of mosques, but evi-

in and around Jakarta. Richard Robison ῍ΐῒῑ

dently neglects the histories of the strong influ-

has demonstrated that economic growth under

ence of other foreign elements besides Arab

Suharto in the ῍ΐῒῌs had created a condition

merchants and Chinese carpenters and of re-

in which Chinese capital accumulation had

gional commerce in early maritime Asia on the

achieved a large enough scale to become mobile

“visual environment” of the Demak Mosque.῍

and transnational on the ῍ΐΐῌs, see Winters

The term “Global Islam” might have a certain

῍ΐΐῑ East Asian regional economic integration

catchiness in the present, but its use downplays

of the ῍ΐΐῌs would enhance this mobility. Moreo-

the specific history of the spread of Islam into

ver, the small and medium-sized businesses e. g.

Southeast Asia in the past, when the key agents

retailers, importers, manufacturing firms had

were not merely Arabs and the spread was en-

aggregated supply and demand for domestic

abled largely by maritime trade that shaped the

market consumption on a scale that led to the

institutions and spatial arrangements in South-

development of the Mangga Dua, and Sunterῌ

east Asia, rather than state-sponsored and non-

Kelapa Gading areas as business districts in their

official educational programs as we have wit-

own right. In other words, even before the ῍ΐΐῒ

nessed in present times.῎ Thus, although Kusno

riots, there was already a visible trend toward
the expansion of the Chinese business, expansion
that enabled many of these businesses to move
out of Glodok in both domestic and international
terms. And even if the destruction and violence
of May ῍ΐΐῒ riots had been concentrated in the
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῍ On the “visual environment” of the
Demak Mosque and Kudus Minaret
through the lens of the attached tiles, see
Sakai ῎ῌῌΐ
῎ See for example Milner ῍ΐῒ῏ on the concept of “Perfect Man”: “The good ruler ῌ

ῒ

ΐ

claims to apply “longue durèe analysis” to his

“universal wisdom” that housing design in the

discussion in Chapter , readers might be disap-

developing countries cannot be understood apart

pointed to find only a “thin description” of the

from the nature of the state and the power of

process of religious continuity and change, if not

capital to select some memories while erasing

a mere juxtaposition of the two notions of “the

others.῏῏

past” and “the present.”

A comparative perspective cognizant of sim-

In addition to that, Kusno’s treatment of

ilar efforts at urban reconfiguration in other

“physical space and spatial images” is rather ar-

cities might have enriched Kusno’s interpreta-

bitrary and sometimes conflicting. On the analy-

tion of the busway project in Jakarta. Kusno

sis of “architecture of the kampung,” Kusno con-

states that “ ῎t῏he busway shelters are an exact

tends that the housing style is designed for the

replica of those in Bogota ῎from where Sutiyoso

urban middle class, but also notes that Adi

got the idea῏ῌ but the form seems to fit well with

“Mamo” Purnomo, the architect in subject, did

the surrounding city-scape of Jakarta” ῎p. ῒ῎῏῍

participate in a “design competition for low-class

This natural “fit,” however, belies the complexity

housing. . . for the urban poor located under a

of the issue. Readers might get the impression

freeway and along the riverside” ῎p. ΐ῏῍ In fact,

that “the physical space and spatial images” en-

in the Introduction ῎“Dari Jendela Praktek: Cat-

visioned and realized by the busway project are

atan Pembuka”῏ to his book Relativitas, Mamo

a perfect expression of Indonesian governmenta-

pokes fun at the architectural style and lifestyle

lity, but the busway concept’s foreign origins in

of his contemporaries, the “major label” archi-

other postcolonial urban cities in Asia and Latin

tects whose offices are ῎or who aspire to have

America suggest as well the existence of global

offices῏ in numerous skyscrapers in urban Jakar-

prescriptions for the problem of urban conges-

ta, by publishing a photograph showing the view

tion. A more rigorous comparison of busway

from the window of his studio and noting that

projects in different postcolonial cities might

“what can be seen are none other than neighbors’

have led to a more nuanced understanding of the

roofs that are jumbled together and pretty

“urban pedagogy” of the busway project, which

shabby. In the distance are lined high-class

is not merely concerned with regulating and dis-

apartment buildings” ῐ῎ῌῌῑ: ῍ῌῑ῍ Pigeonholing

ciplining the movements and behavior of the

Mamo as an architect of the middle-class might

urban poor, but encodes “metropolitan dreams”

underplay the fact that Mamo, with his double-

of modernizing the city ῎and population῏ of

vision of the middle-class and urban poor, has

Jakarta to place it on a par with other urban

taken up some of the contemporary challenges of

cities of the world. Filipina critic Neferti Tadiar’s

reconstructing urban space, as has been attempted in many postcolonial urban cities in Asia
and Latin America. In fact, Mamo articulates the
ῌ

was always concerned with ‘modernity’
and it is significant that in adopting
Islam the archipelago rulers were taking
their polities into that Muslim galaxy
which must have seemed to encompass
the greater part of the civilized world”
ῐ῍῏: ῐῑῑ῍

῏῏ See for example Irazàbal, especially chapter ῒ : “Gated communities and edge
cities as the localizing of global urban
design traditions are thus new forms of
space production involving very large,
often multinational private project ventures in very dynamic real estate
markets. Similarly, they represent new
form of space consumption for the aforementioned elite” ῐ῎ῌῌῑ: ῎῍ῐῑ.
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study ῎ῌῌῐ on Manila’s “flyovers,” for example,

with chapter ῐ of Kusno’s first book Behind the

reveals the extent to which the “desire” to con-

Postcolonial, four chapters of Appearance of

trol the flows of human and vehicular traffic was

Memory chapters ῍, ῎, ῏, ῐ were translated into

conceptualized and expressed through the meta-

Indonesian and published under the title Ruang

phor of the body.ῐ

Publik, Identitas dan Memori Kolektif: Jakarta

Lastly, in the analysis of Glodok, Kusno

Pasca-Suharto

Yogyakarta: Ombak, ῎ῌῌ

claims to differ from “scholars in cultural stu-

Kusno provides a different introduction for the

dies” p. ῍ῌ῏ by focusing on “objects that were

Indonesian readers by posing the issue of the

not built for a commemorative purposes but

intricate relationship between the representation

which are equally significant in registering, as

of public space ruang publik and collective

well as forgetting, memories of past events” p.

memory memori kolektif Less riddled by aca-

῍ῌῐ However, his analysis in fact focuses on

demic jargon, the introduction poses little “theor-

three “landmarks” of the area, Glodok Plaza,

etical” questions that make the whole discussion

Pasar Glodok, and the Chandra Naya building,

much easier to follow and absorb. By establish-

with little discussion of the surrounding area

ing a local context for its importance, the intro-

that actually determines the dynamics of “phys-

duction tries to engage in conversation with con-

ical and spatial images” in Glodok.

cerned Indonesian readers in their mutual search

This review is not meant to nitpick, but to

to give meaning to the changes that have been

stimulate further research by drawing on The

happening in their cities and also, what have

Appearance of Memory’s cogent proposal to treat

been missing from them over the last ten years

“architecture and urban space as concrete social

since Reformasi pascareformasi In that way, it

artifacts.” Kusno’s pioneering efforts amply dem-

offers fresh insights for interrogating the way

onstrate that a fresh understanding can be pro-

Jakarta, the focus of the book, has been dreamed

moted, but not in a way that would sacrifice the

of, memorialized, represented and, in actual fact,

concrete particulars of history and the present.
A note on the Indonesian translation. Along

constructed. However, the translation is poorly
done, with some inaccuracies that lead to alterations in meaning.ῑ “Lost in translation,” the book

ῐ Tadiar writes in her chapter, “Metropolitan Dreams”: “On the occasion of Manila’s
ῐ῎῎nd anniversary, Mayor Lim promises
his constituency, ‘We shall clear up the
streets and unclogs the thoroughfares to
allow the city to breathe again ῌand let
the lifeblood of its commerce flow freely
once more to give life to our city’. What
Lim articulates, for which he has become
immensely popular among the middle
and upper classes, is a desire for what
Sigfried Giedion views as ‘the fundamental law of parkway ῌ that there must be
unobstructed freedom of movement, a
flow of traffic maintained evenly at all
points without interruption or interference’” ῎ῌῌῐ: 
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ῑ For examples: “Toward the middle of the
῍ῌs” p. ῎ is translated as “Pada awal
῍ῌ-an” p. ῍ῌῌ which is more accurately as “Sampai pertengahan tahun ῍ῌan”; “an enclosure and a space of retreat
p. ῒ is loosely translated as “pamer
kemewahan dan berburu ketenangan”
p. ῍ΐῒ; “the narrative construction
constitutes a temporal response” p. ῍ῌῐ
is arbitrary translated as “sebuah
konstruksi temporal” p. ΐ῎ Some
words/sentence are also omitted in the
translation: one important sentence p.
ΐ, line ῎῍ which compares the past
and the present is omitted from the translation on p. ῍ΐΐ; the key adjective “cultur- ῌ

ῒ
might make for difficult reading in Indonesia,
and risks ending up as just another example of a
failed attempt by a “native” to import “foreign”

ΐ
Publication.
Robison, Richard. ῍ῒ. Indonesia: The Rise of
Capital. Sydney: Allen & Unwin.

ideas and regulate “natives’” understanding of

Sakai, Takashi. ῎ῌῌ. Indonesia Torouran Iseki to

things, with little relevance to their survival in

Betonamu Tairu ῐPreliminary Study of Viet-
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White Lotus, ῎ῌῌ, ῎῍῍p.

ernance in the Americas: Curitiba and Portland. Aldershot: Ashgate.

Reading this book, I have, at least, the following

King, Ross. ῎ῌῌ. Kuala Lumpur and Putrajaya:

expectations: which ecological aspects of the

Negotiating Urban Space in Malaysia. Honolu-

Mekong river basin are examined, what is the

lu: University of Hawai’i Press.

present situation of its ecology, and how and

Milner, A. C. ῍῏. Islam and the Muslim State. In

why have those aspects managed to change or

Islam in Southeast Asia, edited by M. B.

remain unchanged in the decades following the

Hooker, pp. ῎῏ῌῐ. Leiden: Brill.

Second World War ?

Purnomo, Adi. ῎ῌῌῑ. Relativitas. Jakarta: Borneo

To answer these expectations, the authors
deal firstly with the preconditions for the surviv-

ῌ

al studies” which refers to previous
studies ῎p. ῍ῌ῏῏ is omitted from its translation on p. ΐ῎, which makes it at odds
given the “Pengantar Penyunting” by
Manneke Budiman, a foreword by the
editor of the book, emphasizes the importance of “cultural studies” for studying
the city as Kusno’s writings have illustrated; “This chapter examines the spatial effects of the ῍ riots in the area of
Glodok” ῎p. ῍ῌῐ῏ is translated as “Bab ini
mengaji gedung-gedung baru di Glodok”
῎p. ΐ῎῏ which gives a completely different meaning.

al of the people mainly in the Mekong river
basin, that is, in order to survive, the people have
to interact with nature and their man-made or
man-influenced environments, including adaptation to their environments. By interaction, what
is meant is that the environments influence the
people and vice versa with people’s survival contingent on their use or management of natural
resources available in the environments. Those
natural resources primarily include plants, animals, fungi, and water for food, clothing, shelters
and communications.
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The authors do examine the plants and their

ducts, namely, grass plants and shrubs, such as

products. They pay special attention to the fore-

cardamom, rattan, and alpinia. They also note

sts, the most important natural resources, includ-

the changes in swidden in Laos, where the Lao

ing primary monsoon forests, secondary forests,

government is promoting the intensification of

rice-producing forests, water conservation fore-

land use through the Land Allocation Program

sts, bamboo groves as well as teak and rubber

for stabilizing swidden, thus decreasing land

plantations. In the Monsoon Forests of Part ῍,

available for the practice. The Khamu people

Kono Yasuyuki’s evaluation of the monsoon for-

grow tea and eaglewood in the secondary forests

ests is that they provide the flora and fauna upon

guided by Takeda I did observe the eaglewood

which the people’s livelihood depends. He de-

plantation in Luang Prabang in our fieldwork

scribes the various types of people’s interactions

trip for Prof. Kobayashi Shigeo’s tropical forest

with the forests, for example, how they protect

rehabilitation project in ῎ῌῌ This practice

them in order to collect building materials and

may be a means of employing the knowledge of

fuel p. ῏ The four kinds of mutualism in the

mountain people. In the Land of Part ῍, Shaoting

tropical monsoon forests are worth reading for

Yin’s description of the history of swidden agri-

the description of the ecology of the Mekong

culture in China’s Yunnan is a full and perfect

river basin.

account of how swidden has decreased due to

However, what is of most interest is people’s

five factors: swidden perceived as an old method,

interaction with forests through practices such

political laws limiting or prohibiting it, the na-

as swidden farming. Also in the Monsoon Forests

tional government’s social reform, population

of Part ῍, Kono argues that single cropping is

growth, and the commercial market economy

conducted through swidden, and secondary for-

that drives some swiddeners to abandon the

ests are regenerated in the fallow period, provid-

practice and start growing fruit, tea, and rubber

ing forest products, including food, medicines,

for the markets. Books of the same interest of

and materials for clothing and commodities. He

swidden can be consulted, such as Agricultural

claims that swidden farming in the forests is one

Involution Geertz ῍ῒ῏: ῍ῑῌ῎ and Swidden Cul-

of the most outstanding and successful compli-

tivation in Asia Sachchidananda et al. ῍῏ In

mentary

between

the end, a flowchart demonstrates the eco-

humans and forests p. ῎ and the alleged role

interactions

established

history of swidden agriculture. This method of

of swidden agriculture in deforestation is limited

ecology, changes and causes, as well as possible

p. ῐ And, as Yamada Isamu puts it in the

solutions, is followed in describing the eco-

introduction of the book, if the rotation interval

history of other forests, plants, animals, land,

is well managed, swidden is the most sustainable

water, crafts, diet and health as well as regional

farming method in the regions p. xxvii In the

eco-history. Of personal interest is Kosaka

Secondary Forests of Part ῍, Takeda Shinya and

Yasuyuki’s introduction of rice-producing for-

his Lao co-author Anoulom Vilayphone closely

ests in the Forests of Part ῍, which is yet another

look at fallow or secondary forests in swidden,

case of people’s interaction with forests typical

believing most of the remaining forests in the

of the Mekong river basin, and brings to mind

Mekong river basin to be secondary forests con-

the book Farmers in the Forest Kunstadter et al.

sisting primarily of bamboo, where the regenera-

῍ΐ

tive process of secondary forests is repeated.

By including accounts of the interaction

These kind of forests provides many forest pro-

between the Mekong river peoples and their
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environments, this book sets itself apart from

῎p. ΐ῏ because of the introduction of various

other writings on general ecology which are con-

foodstuffs. There are less species of glutinous

cerned simply with the interactions between or-

rice, less food from forests and rivers, and more

ganisms and their physical, chemical and biolog-

food purchased. Nutritional environmental cha-

ical environments. For example, some of the au-

nges refer to more rice, the loss of animals and

thors pay special attention to people’s food and

plants, and imported food including snacks, in-

health, which put people first, a very unique

stant noodles, and junk food that are rich in fat

addition to the ecological description of a region

and salt and contain less micronutrients such as

in a historical context. This may be thought of as

vitamins and minerals. The important reasons

a new direction in writing ecology or eco-history

for the changes in the food environment are less

towards human ecology. The book provides a

arable land caused by deforestation, the mecha-

comparison with the environmental history de-

nization of agriculture, the introduction of irriga-

veloped by Roderick Nash ῐNash ῍ΐῌ: ῏ῐῌ῏ῒ῍;

tion, polarization, and market economy. To my

῍ΐ῎ῑῌ Donald Worster ῐ῍ῐ; ῍; ῍ῌῑῌ Wil-

knowledge, the most immediate reason for the

liam Cronon ῐ῍῏; ῍ῌ; ῍῎; ῍῏ῑῌ and Richard

ecological disorders in the human body is an

White ῐ῍ῑῑ῍

unbalanced diet, that is, an imbalance in the

For another example, in the foreword of Part

trinity of carbohydrate, fat and protein, the most

῎, Moji Kazuhiko et al. point out that human

basic intake for the human body. The authors

ecology in the Mekong river basin is undergoing

offer some typical facts: more glutinous rice,

four transitions: a demographic transition that

more diabetes, more obesity. They also point out

has brought about a decrease in the mortality

cases of depression among the elderly and the

rate with many people living to old age ῎the

effect of human migration on the ecology. Inter-

average life expectancy extended from ῏ΐ. ῎

estingly, similar food diseases are can also be

years in ῍ῑῌ to ῑ. ῎῏ years in ῎ῌῌῑ῏; a child-

found here in Yunnan, China. For instance, Laap

bearing female population increase and birth

῎minced beef, water buffalo, and pork῏ is similar

rate decline; a health transition that has given

to the raw pork popular among the Han and Dai

rise to the decline of mortality rate from acute

natives in Xishuangbanna, Dehong, Baoshan and

infectious disease and increase in lifestyle-

Nujiang, which is responsible for incidences of

related diseases such as diabetes and cancer as

trichinosis ῎or trichinellosis῏῍

well as mental illness; and a nutritional transi-

As Akimichi Tomoya puts it in the foreword

tion that has brought about “change from a small

of Part ῏, the last part of the book, aims “to look

lean physique formed by hard physical labour

into the history of resource management and

and inadequate nutrition to a large and some-

governance,” and “proposes a comprehensive ex-

times obese physique associated with the im-

ploration of the eco-history of the monsoonal

provement of dietary and nutritional status, an

Asia” ῎p. ῍῎῏῍ This can also be read as a way of

urban lifestyle, and the promotion of growth

writing an eco-history, that is, “to move from

during childhood” ῎p. ΐ῏῍ The authors are right

individual instances to general theories using a

in saying that the original diversity of the diet of

proxy method in measuring changes in resource

glutinous rice, raw fish and crabs, fermented

management” ῎p. ῍῎῏῍ Kono states that eco-

foods, seared meat, distilled spirits and edibles

history “describes the transforming interaction

such as bamboo shoots and mushrooms are ex-

between people’s livelihoods and their environ-

periencing

ment” ῎p. ῍ΐ῍῏῍ I believe the evolution of cross-

“equalization

and

complication,”
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border management of resources is one part of

use achieved by the cyclic approach to resource

the regional eco-history in the Mekong river

management.

basin. The authors provide a brilliant picture of

The book, a page-turner, can be used as an

how the resource management has changed and

encyclopedia, a helping hand with texts, maps,

why. These cases include Nagatani Chiyoko’s

figures, tables and plates about the Mekong river

introduction to rubber pp. ῌ Masuda

basin’s ecological history. However, some correc-

Atsushi’s chapter on the spread of tea pp. ῌ

tions are necessary. The title of the book is about

 Abe Kenichi on the collection of natural

the ecology of the Mekong River basin, yet the

resin and forest conservation pp. ῌ Aki-

parts of the Mekong river basin that are located

michi on fish conservation pp. ῌ Takeda

in Qinghai and Tibet are not included in the

on opium poppy pp. ῌ Sato Yo-Ichiro

book, while the basins of Honghe Red river,

on corn pp. ῌ and Thongvanh Thepkay-

Pearl river, Nujiang Salween river and Yan-

sone on water buffalo and rubber plantations

gtze river are presented. If the authors do value

pp.  ῌ  etc.
I think the most comprehensive fact of the

these facts, the book could be better entitled An
Eco-history of Tropical Monsoonal Asia.

book, as Christian Daniels and Nomoto Takashi

Akimichi writes in the book that the

state in their chapter on the traditional manage-

Mekong river originates from the Tibetan Pla-

ment of natural resources and economic develop-

teau p.  and Anoulom Vilayphone and

ment in Part , is that “the understanding and

Takeda also affirm this p.  However, the

cooperation of each individual is essential for

river actually originates from Qinghai-Tibet Pla-

maintaining a balance between human activity

teau. Akimichi thinks that the whole length of

and ecological systems,” p.  which I do hope

the Mekong river is 

refers to resource management. They continue to

it is thought to be   km; Doi Inthanon in

believe that “human activity invariably causes

Chiang Mai in northern part of Thailand should

km p.  but usually

change in the ecological environment; however,

not be considered as part of the Mekong river

we still have not arrived at an optimum balance

basin in the context of this book. Kashinaga

between the two. . . The eternal problem is how

states that Dien Bien is one of Vietnam’s prov-

to make humans realize that their well-being is

inces p.  It indeed is one of the districts of

contingent upon nature’s bounty” p.  In

Lai Chou province in northwest Vietnam, not

the introduction of the present book, Abe de-

part of the Mekong river basin, and its full name

scribes the changing world of the Mekong river

is Dien Bien Phu.

basin and identifies the reasons for these

Two recommendations can be made here:

changes: the Second Indochina War and market

the land referred to in Part  of the book p.  

economy. To cope with the ecological problems,

should be qualified as farming or agricultural

Kono offers solutions to the problem:    there

land, for land is too broad a term covering all

is a need to achieve “co-existence with the eco-

natural resources, such as forests, water and ani-

system using local people’s wisdom and techno-

mals, and the water mentioned on p.  should be

logies”; and    the “indigenous knowledge and

“the use of water.” Yet, some unanswered ques-

technology empirically developed by people in

tions remain: what has become of the changes in

mountainous regions provide another important

the habitats of elephants, bears and monkeys

message regarding resource management,” p.

and other wild animals, the ecological effect of

  e. g. the swidden system, the multiple land

eucalyptus together with rubber trees the
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present situation of wild rice, Taxus Chinensis

A New Teaching Frontier. Pacific Historical

῍Pilger῎ Rehd, exotic plants ῍tobacco, potato,

Review ῐ῍: ῏ῒ῎῍῏ΐ῎.

etc῎ and animals ῍such as the snails that eat

Sachchidananda et al. ῍῏. Swidden Cultivation

rice῎ in Yunnan, China ? Furthermore, what has

in Asia, Vol. ῎. the UNESCO Regional Office

become of the ecological changes in the wetlands

for Education in Asia and the Pacific.

of Tonle Sap in Cambodia and the Mekong delta

White, Richard. ῍ῑ. American Environmental

in south Vietnam, for instance, the mangroves at

History: The Development of a New Histori-

the mouth of the Mekong river to South China

cal Field. Pacific Historical Review ῑῐ῍῏῎:

Sea; as well as the ecological effects of dams on
the Mekong river ? An in-depth quantitative ana-

῎ΐ῍῏῏ΐ.
Worster, Donald. ῍ῐ. History as Natural Histo-

lysis is still required to answer these questions.

ry: An Essay on Theory and Method. Pacific

῍Chen JianmingῌFaculty of Management and

Historical Review ῑ῏: ῍῍῍.

Economics, Kunming University of Science and
Technology, Kunming, Yunnan, China῎

ῌῌῌῌ. Doing Environmental History. In The
Ends of the Earth: Perspective on Modern Environmental History, edited by D. Worster.
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interesting hypothesis that Indonesian and Japa-

studies, although some recent papers are frag-

nese cultures have clear similarities. Although

mentarily cited. For example, Sato Yoichiro

some of them, such as rice classification, may be

῍῎ demonstrated a close relationship be-

a suitable starter for the book, I was puzzled by

tween temperate and tropic zone japonica, the

the relatively long discussion on horse marks.

latter also known as javanica. Yet, Sato himself

This kind of cultural similarity has been appar-

considered that it came to Japan via Taiwan or

ent in historical times, since the cultural connec-

possibly the Philippines, not directly from Indo-

tion between Japan and Southeast Asia is well

nesia. It is strange that the author never paid

documented from the Sixteenth Century. I am

attention to Sato’s work, although she cited ear-

afraid that some readers who are interested in

lier works by Oka Hikoichi, with whom Sato

prehistory may stop reading this book when

studied rice when they were in the same depart-

they come across horses figures on pages ῍ῒ and

ment at the National Institute of Genetics, where

῍ΐ. However, patience is rewarded by a reasona-

I am now.

ble description of Japanese and Indonesian pre-

Another important paper on rice pylogeny is

histories in Chapter ῎. Nevertheless, the author

Xu et al. ῎ῌῌΐ The phylogenetic tree shown in

seems to not be familar with the recent claims

that paper clearly demonstrates a close affinity

that the Yayoi period began in ῏ῌῌῌ BP Harun-

between temperate and tropic zone japonica,

ari and Imamura ῎ῌῌῐ contrary to the tradi-

though their ancestor seems to differ from Oryza

tional view of ῎ῑῌῌ BP Imamura ῍ῒ This is

rufipogon nirva in China. It should also be

understandable, because Japanese researchers of

noted that javanica tropical zone japonica

Japanese archeology rarely write papers in Eng-

strains are closer to temperate zone japonica ja-

lish. In any case, if this new scheme is acceptable,

ponica currently dominant in the Japanese Ar-

the time frames of the Jomon-Yayoi succession

chipelago and are from China, not Indonesia.

presented in this book need modification. Five

This finding, using ῐ SINE insertion polymor-

hundred years, or ῎ῌ human generations, are not

phic loci, should be considered in any discussion

short. This time shift may affect some of the

of the genetic relationships of rice.

author’s arguments in this book.

Chapter ῐ leads onto a discussion on human

Part II is the core of this book. Four chapters

teeth and skulls. Many Japanese researchers, in

are devoted to rice, bones, DNA, and languages.

particular the late Hanihara Kazuro, cited in this

Some papers in which I was involved were cited

chapter are familar to me. As I personally believe

in Chapter ῑ, and this may be one of the main

that nonmetric cranial traits are more suitable

reasons why I was asked to review this book. As

than metric traits for the phylogenetic study of

my background is in anthropology, I have been

human populations, I searched the website of

interested not only in the genetic relationships of

Anthropological Science, the official journal of the

human populations but also in linguistic and

Anthropological Society of Nippon. I found two

skeletal data. My knowledge is limited, but I

papers of interest at this website; Shigematsu et

would like to comment on each chapter in Part II.

al. ῎ῌῌῐ and Fukumine et al. ῎ῌῌῒ In both

Chapter ῏ deals with rice. The history of

papers, Japanese populations were compared

rice cultivation research is long, and there have

with many surrounding human populations in-

been dramatic changes during the last ῎ῌ years

cluding those in South East Asia. Their results

with the use of new DNA technologies. Unfortu-

confirmed the author’s point that the Yayoi

nately, the author failed to mention these new

people were close to South East Asians, though
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this patten is different from the late Hanihara’s

nese to Old Japanese. Nevertheless, I still have

ῐ῍῍ῑ view on his dual structure hypothesis.

reservations about accepting a direct connection

Chapter ῑ is about DNA. The author nicely

between the two languages, because geographi-

summerizes research results up to ῎ῌῌῐ, includ-

cally the Japanese Archipelago and the Sunda

ing her own paper. It seems this chapter was

Archipelago are rather remote. It may be possi-

written in ῎ῌῌῑ and no revisions were made

ble to hypothesize that some missing link, such

before this book was published in ῎ῌῌ. During

as the northen Philippines or Taiwan or South-

the last four years, an amazing amount of data

ern China culturally connected these two Archi-

has been produced thanks to a vast array of

pelagoes. This connection is certainly more ac-

Genome Wide Association Studies. Li et al.

ceptable than the Tamil-Japan connection hy-

ῐ῎ῌῌΐῑ compared ῒῑῌῌῌῌ SNP loci for ῑ῍ human

pothesis, almost dead now after almost its sole

populations. Japanese were clustered with Han

proponent passed away two years ago.

Chinese in their phylogenetic tree. Tian et al.
ῐ῎ῌῌΐῑ compared ῎ῌῌῌῌῌ SNP loci for ῎῎ mostly

Part III of this book is not easy to cover for
me. I therefore omit this part from my review.

Asian populations. Although Indonesian popula-

Although I have offered various criticisms of

tions were not used, Philippines, Vietnamese, and

this book, I agree with the author that the prehis-

Cambodians were included in this paper, as well

tory of the Japanese Archipelago should be

as Japanese. Their PCA plot shows that Koreans

viewed not only from East Asia ῎and Southern

are closest to Japanese, consistent with their ge-

Siberia῏ but also from a more geographically

ographical locations. Microsatellite DNA poly-

broad perspective, including South East Asia.

morphism is also often used for population com-

Hunter-gatherers travel over much larger dis-

parison. Li et al. ῐ῎ῌῌῒῑ examined ῍ῌῑ micro-

tances than farmers. We have to be prepared to

satellite DNA loci for nine human populations

confront unexpected connections with places

mainly from East Asia, and found that Japanese

located far from the Japanese Archipelago.

were closest to Southern Chinese rather than

῎Saito Naruya῍Division of Population Genetics,

Northern Chinese. This southern connection is

National Institute of Genetics῏

interesting and as such the author should have
paid more attention to these recent papers before
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